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oiiklba Construction toys，Remote Control Excavator Toy 11
Channel Full Functional Hydraulic 16 Inches RC Excavator with
Sounds Construction Toys for Girls Boys Kids
$35.99 $36.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

✅11 Channel Full Functional -- This rc excavator can flexibly dig and move loose sand, rotate in situ, arm turns 660-degree (330-degree to left and 330-

degree to right). It has auto demonstration, helping kids to learn control it by the remote. You also can turn off the sounds by "Mute" button. Everything is like a

real excavator.

✅Rechargeable and Safety -- This excavator toy comes with 4.8V 800 rechargeable mAh battery, providing about 30min playing time and pleasure. All

battery and USb charger passed MSDS test and ensure safety. There is Automatic Power-off Protection. It will automatically disconnect the power to protect

the battery.

✅2.4Ghz Superior Control Experience -- 2.4 GHz frequency will not confuse with other rc toys. Kids can play multiple rc vehicles together. Perfect work with

DOUBLE E dump truck, bulldozer and cement mixer truck. Excellent for role playing games and perfect for sandpits.

✅Unique Appearance, Gift Idea -- This E511-003 excavator is the only Red model in the market. Suitable for birthday and Christmas gift to girls and boys.

This engineering construction toy not only helps kids to gain more knowledge about vehicles, but allows them to potentially become interested in the

professions associated with them.

✅Concern for Kids Safety -- DOUBLE E focuses strongly on innovation and superior quality. All products are made of premium material and compliant with

standards set by CE, ROHS, RED, FCC, ASTEM-963, CPSIA and other international safety requirements. We are always concerned for kids health and

happiness.
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